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Abstract
We study the classical scheduling problem of assigning jobs to machines in order to minimize
the makespan. It is well-studied and admits an EPTAS on identical machines and a (2− 1/m)-
approximation algorithm on unrelated machines. In this paper we study a variation in which
the input jobs are partitioned into bags and no two jobs from the same bag are allowed to be
assigned on the same machine. Such a constraint can easily arise, e.g., due to system stability
and redundancy considerations. Unfortunately, as we demonstrate in this paper, the techniques
of the above results break down in the presence of these additional constraints.
Our first result is a PTAS for the case of identical machines. It enhances the methods from
the known (E)PTASs by a finer classification of the input jobs and careful argumentations why a
good schedule exists after enumerating over the large jobs. For unrelated machines, we prove that
there can be no (logn)1/4−ε-approximation algorithm for the problem for any ε > 0, assuming
that NP * ZPTIME(2(logn)O(1) ). This holds even in the restricted assignment setting. However,
we identify a special case of the latter in which we can do better: if the same set of machines we
give an 8-approximation algorithm. It is based on rounding the LP-relaxation of the problem in
phases and adjusting the residual fractional solution after each phase to order to respect the bag
constraints.
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1 Introduction
Minimizing the makespan is a classical problem in scheduling [8, 9]. Given a set of machines
M and set of jobs J , we seek to assign each job to a machine. In the setting where all
machines are identical, the processing time of each job j is given by a value pj for each job j.
For unrelated machines the processing time of a job j can depend on the machine i on which
it is scheduled. In this case the input contains a value pij ∈ R+0 ∪ {∞} for each combination
of a machine i and a job j. The objective is to minimize the makespan, i.e., the maximum
load of a machine i which is the total processing time of jobs assigned to i. The problem is
well-studied, for identical machines it is strongly NP-hard and there are PTASs [11, 17] and
even EPTASs, e.g., [12, 13, 10]. For unrelated machines there is a 2-approximation algorithm
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due to Lenstra, Shmoys, and Tardos [16], an improvement to 2− 1/m due to Shchepin and
Vakhania [19], and a lower bound of 3/2 [16].
In practice, one often finds side constraints in addition to the above scheduling setting
that make the problem harder. A typical constraint is that some jobs have to be assigned on
different machines. For instance, on-board computers of aeroplanes typically have several
CPUs (modeled as machines) and for system stability considerations some tasks need to
be executed on different CPUs [6]. The idea is that if one CPU fails then the plane still
continues to operate safely. Minimizing the makespan is closely related to the bin packing
problem where the bins and the items correspond to the machines and the jobs, respectively.
There are several applications of bin packing where the items are partitioned into groups
and no two items from the same group can be assigned to the same bin, for instance in
distributed systems and other settings, see [18].
To model the above, in this paper we assume that the input jobs are partitioned into
bags J = B1∪̇B2∪̇...∪̇Bb and that no two jobs from the same bags are allowed to be assigned
on the same machine. We call these new requirements the bag-constraints.
In this paper we study the problem of minimizing the makespan on identical and unrelated
machines with bag-constraints.
1.1 Identical machines
The known (E)PTASs [12, 13, 10, 11, 17] for minimizing the makespan on identical machines
follow the idea of enumerating the solution for the large jobs, e.g., jobs that are larger
than ε ·OPT , and then adding the small jobs via a greedy algorithm. More precisely, one
enumerates patterns for the large jobs that indicate how many large jobs of each size are
assigned on each machine. The large jobs are then assigned according to these patterns and
it does not matter which exact job is assigned to which slot of each pattern as long as the
size of the slot is respected. In the case of bag-constraints this unfortunately does not work
directly anymore. One can still enumerate the mentioned patterns and, with some additional
effort, assign the large jobs to them such that they respect the bag-constraints. However,
we cannot guarantee that the large jobs are assigned exactly like in the optimal solution. It
could be that the jobs from the different bags are distributed completely differently on the
machines than in the optimal solution (while still respecting the enumerated slots). In fact,
there are instances for which the above procedure can lead to an assignment of the large jobs
such that any solution for the remaining jobs has a makespan of at least (2−O(ε))OPT , see
Figure 1 for an example.
Hence, we need additional ideas for the setting with bag-constraints. First, we observe
that in the mentioned example many bags have relatively many large jobs (more than ε ·m
many). There can be only Oε(1) such large bags and hence we can afford to be more careful
for them when we enumerate their large jobs. Indeed, we manage to assign the large jobs
in such bags as in an optimal solution. Then we assign all other large jobs according to
the enumerated pattern such that we respect the bag-constraints. To assign the remaining
(non-large) jobs, we partition them into medium and small jobs such that the total processing
time of the medium jobs is small, at most ε2OPT ·m. We find a way to assign the latter
to the machines such that via some swapping and charging arguments we can guarantee
that for the remaining small jobs there exists a solution with small overall makespan. For
the small jobs the argumentation is again not as easy as without the bag-constraints since
some machines already have jobs from some bags which prevents small jobs of such bags
to be assigned to them. We solve the remaining problem with a combination of a dynamic
programming algorithm and a modified greedy routine. Overall, we obtain a PTAS for
minimizing the makespan under bag-constraints. Hence, like without bag-constaints, there is
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Figure 1 Left: an optimal schedule for the given instance. The bold lines indicate the enumerated
patterns for the big jobs, all of them having size ε. The colors show the different bags of the jobs.
Each white (striped) job j is in a (private) bag that contains only j. Right: a schedule in which the
big jobs are assigned according to the same patterns but differently than in OPT . Thus, all non-big
jobs have to be assigned to the last machine in order to satisfy the bag-constraints. This yields an
approximation ratio of 2−O(ε).
a (1 + ε)-approximation in polynomial time, but clearly new ideas are necessary to construct
such an algorithm.
I Theorem 1. There is a PTAS for minimizing the makespan on identical machine with
bag-constraints.
1.2 Unrelated machines
For makespan minimization on unrelated machines, the mentioned LP-based 2- and (2−1/m)-
approximation algorithms [16, 19] are known. There are several rounding strategies for the
natural LP such as an argumentation via bipartite matchings [16], rounding via (sparse)
extreme point solutions [19], and, related to the latter, iterated rounding [20]. The bag-
constraints induce a linear constraint for each combination of a bag and a machine. Thus,
it seems natural to enhance the normal LP by these constraints and try to adapt one of
the known rounding techniques. However, in this paper we show that this is deemed to fail.
We prove that on unrelated machines the problem is hard to approximate with a ratio of
(logn)1/4−ε for any ε > 0. This holds also in the restricted assignment case where each job j
has a size pj and there are some machines on which it cannot be assigned, i.e, pij ∈ {pj ,∞}
for each job j and each machine i. On the other hand, we show that a randomized rounding
algorithm yields a O(logn/ log logn)-approximation.
I Theorem 2. For minimizing the makespan on unrelated machines with bag-constraints
there can be no (logn)1/4−ε-approximation algorithm for any ε > 0 unless
NP ⊆ ZPTIME(2(logn)O(1)). This holds even for the restricted assignment case.
Thus, in contrast to the case of identical machines we see here an increase in complexity
due to the bag-constraints. However, we identify a special case of the restricted assignment
setting where we can do better than in the general case: if all jobs from each bag can be
assigned to exactly the same set of machines then we obtain a 8-approximation algorithm
based on the above mentioned LP. For this we need several new ideas on top of the above
mentioned known rounding techniques. First, we round the job sizes to powers of 2 and
process the jobs in groups according to their sizes. We show that if all jobs have exactly the
same size then even with the bag-constraints the LP is almost exact. We then assign the jobs
with largest size via LP-rounding. Together with the fractional solution of the remaining
jobs this might violate the bag-constraints. However, by carefully exploiting the properties
of our special case we are able to construct a new fractional solution for the remaining jobs
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that satisfies the bag-constraints. We continue iteratively. When we change the residual
fractional solution after each iteration we employ some careful geometric sum arguments in
order to ensure that the final solution has a makespan that is at most by a factor 8 larger
than the value of the initial LP-solution.
I Theorem 3. There is a 8-approximation algorithm for minimizing the makespan with
bag-constraints in the restricted assignment case if for each bag all jobs in the bag can be
assigned to the same set of machines.
Due to space constraints we give the statement of several lemmas and theorems without
proofs and details in this extended abstract.
1.3 Other related work
Makespan. For the restricted assignment case without bag-constraints, Svensson [21] gave
an estimation algorithm with a ratio of 33/17 + ε, i.e., his algorithm can estimate the optimal
makespan up to this factor in polynomial time but does not necessarily find the corresponding
schedule within this time bound. This algorithm was improved recently by Jansen and
Rohwedder [15] to an (11/6 + ε)-estimation algorithm. If there are only two different jobs
sizes, there is even a 5/3-estimation due to Jansen, Land, and Maack [14]. Moreover, for
the special case that each job has either size 1 or size ε there is a (2 − δ)-approximation
algorithm due to Chakrabarty, Khanna, and Li for a small constant δ > 0 [2]. In contrast
to the previous algorithms, it computes the actual schedule in polynomial time. All above
algorithms are based on the configuration-LP in the restricted assignment case. Note that for
general unrelated machines the latter LP has an integrality gap of (asympotically) 2 [5, 22].
Scheduling with conflicts. Typically, in these settings, there is an underlying conflict graph
with the jobs forming the vertices; there is an edge between any two vertices if and only if the
corresponding jobs cannot be scheduled on the same machine. In [1], for example, the authors
give a tight 2-approximation algorithm for makespan minimization when the underlying
conflict graph is polynomial time colorable. A slightly different setting is considered in [7].
Here, an edge between any two jobs in the conflict graph dictates that they cannot be
scheduled in overlapping intervals on different machines. The authors, among other results,
prove that the makespan minimization problem is APX-hard even for 4 different job sizes
and give 4/3-approximation algorithms for the case of three different job sizes and an exact
algorithm for two different job sizes. A related setting, called the multi-level bottleneck
assignment is considered in [4]. It can be thought of as a generalization of our setting where
each bag has the same number of jobs and the additional restriction that each machine gets
exactly the same number of jobs in a schedule. The authors prove a 2-approximation for the
special case with 3 bags.
2 A PTAS for identical machines
In this section we present our PTAS for minimizing the makespan under bag-constraints
on an arbitrary number of identical machines. As we will see, the standard techniques of
enumerating over large jobs and then adding small jobs greedily are not sufficient since a bag
can contain large and small jobs and, therefore, these jobs interact with each other much
more than without the bag-constraints.
Let ε > 0 and assume for simplicity that 1/ε ∈ N. First, we assume that we guess the
optimal makespan T ? via a binary search framework and we assume by scaling that T ? = 1.
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We round all job lengths to powers of 1 + ε, i.e., we assume that for each job j ∈ J we have
that pj = (1 + ε)k for some k ∈ N. Due to this we lose at most a factor of 1 + ε in the
objective.
2.1 Straight-forward approach
As mentioned in the introduction, a natural approach would be to classify jobs into large and
small jobs, e.g., define a job j to be large if pj ≥ ε and small otherwise and to enumerate over
the large jobs. More precisely, one would enumerate over the patterns of the large jobs where
a pattern indicates how many large jobs of each size are assigned to a machine. Since each
machine can have at most 1/ε large jobs and there are only O(log1+ε 1/ε) many different
sizes of large jobs, this yields (1/ε)O(log1+ε 1/ε) =: Kε many different patterns. Thus, in time
(m+ 1)Kε we can enumerate how many machines follow each pattern and thus enumerate the
machine patterns of the optimal solution (up to permutation of machines). Then, one would
compute a solution for the large jobs following the enumerated patterns, e.g., via assigning
them greedily to the patterns’ slots. However, the computed assignment of jobs to slots
might be different than in the optimal solution and if a large job is assigned to a machine i
then a small job from the same bag cannot be assigned to i anymore. Figure 1 shows an
example where such an algorithm enumerates the patterns of some optimal solution but then
assigns the large jobs differently than OPT such that any assignment for the remaining small
jobs yields a makespan of at least (2−O(ε))T ?. Hence, this approach does not work directly.
2.2 Refined job classification and enumeration
Instead, we use a classification of the jobs into large, medium, and small jobs. Using a
standard shifting argument we define these groups such that the medium jobs have small
total processing time.
I Lemma 4. For any given instance we can compute a value k ∈ {1, ..., 1/ε2} such that∑
j∈J:pj∈[εk+1,εk) pj ≤ m · ε
2.
With the value k from Lemma 4 we define a job j to be large if pj ≥ εk, medium if
pj ∈ [εk+1, εk) and small if pj < εk+1. Note that in the example in Figure 1 there are some
bags that have a large number of large jobs (m− 1 many). We call a bag large if it contains
at least ε ·m large or medium jobs and small otherwise. The following proposition shows
that there can be only constantly many large bags (since otherwise the total processing time
of their jobs would be bigger than m).
I Proposition 5. There can be at most O(1/εk+2) large bags.
In our algorithm, we want to enumerate over patterns that contain large jobs and
additionally medium jobs from large bags. However, for the large and medium jobs in large
bags we want to be more careful: we want to assign them to the slots of the enumerated
pattern like in an optimal solution. Since there are only Oε(1) large bags, we can incorporate
the enumeration of this this assignment in to the enumeration of the patterns.
Assume that after our rounding the medium and large jobs have sizes S = {s1, ..., s|S|}
with |S| = O(log1+ε(1/εk+1)). A pattern p consists of at most (1 + ε)/εk+1 slots (note that
each machine can have at most (1 + ε)/εk+1 jobs that are medium or large) where each slot
is characterized by a size s ∈ S and a label that specifies either one of the O(1/εk+2) large
bags (and then only jobs from that bag can be assigned to the slot) or that the slot can be
used only for jobs from small bags. If s belongs to the size of a medium job then we do not
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allow the latter type of label, i.e., we allow slots of medium size only for jobs from large bags.
Let K ′ε = Oε(1) be the total number of patterns. Hence, in time (m+ 1)K
′
ε we can guess a
pattern for each machine such that all patterns together correspond to an optimal solution.
From these patterns we can directly conclude the complete assignment of medium and large
jobs from the large bags. Hence, we obtain an assignment for the latter jobs and a pattern
for the large jobs in small bags.





) we can guess the assignment of the
large and medium jobs from the large bags and a pattern for each machine for the large jobs
in small bags (both corresponding to an optimal solution).
Next, we assign the large jobs of the small bags to the slots given by the enumerated
pattern. We do this via a dynamic program (DP). This DP will successfully assign all
remaining large jobs, however, not necessarily to the slots to which the optimal solution
assigned them.
I Lemma 7. There is a dynamic program that assigns all large jobs in small bags to the
machines such that (i) no two large jobs from the same (small) bag are assigned to the same
machine and (ii) for each size s ∈ S each machine i gets the same number of jobs of size s
as there are slots of size s for jobs from small bags in the pattern assigned to i.
2.3 Assignment of remaining medium jobs
So far we have assigned all large jobs and additionally all medium jobs in large bags. We
want to assign the medium jobs from the small bags now. If we were allowed to assign each
such job to any machine then we could distribute them evenly on the machines (essentially




thus a total load of at most εk/εk−1 = ε. For the medium jobs of a small bag B we observe
that up to ε ·m machines already have a large job from B assigned to them but we can still
use at least (1 − ε)m machines for the medium jobs from B. We obtain almost the same
bound as above due to an assignment via a flow network that we use to round a fractional
solution in which each bag distributes its medium jobs evenly among its at least (1− ε)m
available machines.
I Lemma 8. In polynomial time we can compute an assignment of the medium jobs of the
small bags such that each machine gets at most 2/εk−1 medium jobs with a total load of at
most O(ε) and no machine has two medium or a medium and a large job from the same bag.
2.4 Assignment of small jobs
It remains to assign all small jobs, from the large as well as from the small bags. Note that
at this point it is not even clear that after the assignment of the large and medium jobs we
can add the small jobs such that the overall makespan is 1 + O(ε) (recall the example in
Figure 1). Therefore, we prove this in the following lemma.
I Lemma 9. Given the previously computed assignment of large and medium jobs, there
exists an assignment of the small jobs to the machines such that the overall makespan is
bounded by 1 +O(ε).
Proof. Consider the (possibly infeasible) schedule S in which the small jobs are assigned as
in the optimal solution and the large and medium jobs are assigned as in our so far computed
solution. Let B be a bag. There might be a machine i such that two jobs of B are assigned
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to i in S. Note that B has to be a small bag. Let m′ be the number of these machines and
call these machines and the corresponding small jobs problematic. Assume w.l.o.g. that B
contains exactly m jobs (if not then we can add some small dummy jobs of zero length). Then
there must be m′ machines on which no job of B was assigned, we call these machines free.
We take the problematic small jobs of B from their (problematic) machines and distribute
them on the free machines such that no two small jobs are assigned to the same machine.
We do this operation for each bag. Denote by S′ the resulting schedule. We argue that our
operation did not increase the load on each machine by more than O(ε). Suppose that we
moved a problematic job j in a small bag B from some machine i to some machine i′. Since
i′ did not have any job from B assigned to it in S and each bag has exactly m jobs, this
means that in OPT machine i′ must have a medium or a large job from B assigned to it.
If i′ has a large job j′ from B in OPT then we charge pj to pj′ , using that pj < εpj′ . If i′
has a medium job j′′ from B in OPT then we charge pj to pj′′ . Recall that we assigned the
medium jobs of the small bags to the machines such that the load of each machine due to
medium jobs in small bags is O(ε) (see Lemma 8). Hence, we can still use pj′′ to pay for one
other job assigned to i′ in S′.
For a machine i let OPT largei , OPTmedi , OPT smalli denote the load in OPT due to large,
medium, and small jobs, respectively, and by Smedi the load due to the medium jobs in S.
Thus, in S′ the load of machine i is bounded by
OPT largei +OPT
med




i ≤ (1 +O(ε))OPT.
where OPT largei bounds the load due to large jobs, OPTmedi +εOPT
large
i bounds the load due
to medium jobs in large bags and reassigned small jobs from small bags, OPT smalli bounds
the load from non-reassinged small jobs, and Smedi bounds the load from medium jobs in
small bags. J
In order to compute an assignment of the small jobs, observe that after assigning the
large and medium jobs the machines have only Oε(1) different loads since there are at most
1/εk+1 jobs on each machine that are large or medium and the size of each of them comes
from a set of only O(log1+ε 1/εk+1) different values. Thus, we can partition the machines
into Oε(1) different groups such that two machines in the same group have the same load and
their medium and large jobs from large bags come from exactly the same set of large bags
(there are only Oε(1) possibilities for the latter property). We devise a dynamic program
that assigns the small jobs to these groups of machines, rather than directly to machines.
This DP ensures that the average load of a machine in each group is at most 1 +O(ε) and
that for each machine group and each bag B we can schedule all small jobs in B assigned to
this group on its machines without violating the bag-constraint. Formally, assume that the
machines are divided into groups M1, ...,MK′′ with the above properties where K ′′ε = Oε(1)
and let αs denote the load due to medium and large jobs of each machine in group Ms. Let
βs denote the load of the small jobs assigned to machines in group Ms. For each bag B
and each machine group Ms denote by MBs ⊆Ms the machines in Ms that do not have a
medium or large job from B assigned to it.
I Lemma 10. There is a polynomial time algorithm that assigns the small jobs to the
machine groups M1, ...,MK′′ such that for each s ∈ [K ′′] we have that from each bag B at
most |MBs | jobs are assigned to Ms and αs +
βs
|Ms| ≤ 1 +O(ε). The algorithm runs in time
b2(mnε )
O(K′′), where K ′′ = ( 1ε )
2 log( 1ε ).
Once the jobs are assigned to the groups, we need to assign the jobs to the machines
within each group. For the case without the bag-constraints, one can easily show that a
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simple greedy algorithm will ensure that the load of the small jobs will be almost equally
distributed among the machines, i.e., the makespan of any two machines will differ by at
most the size of one small job. In the setting of the bag-constraints this is no longer that
easy. Consider a group Ms and let Js denote the small jobs assigned to Ms due to Lemma 10.
We group the small jobs by their respective bags, denote by J`s := Js ∩B` for each bag B`.
Assume w.l.o.g. that |J`s | = |MB`s | for each bag B`. In each iteration we assign all jobs from
one bag as follows. Consider the `-th iteration in which we assign the jobs in J`s . We order
the jobs in J`s non-increasingly by length, i.e., assume that J`s = {j1, j2, ..., j|B`|} such that
p1 ≥ p2 ≥ ... ≥ p|B`|. We order the machines in MB`s non-decreasingly by the total load that
they obtained from jobs in B1, ..., B`−1 that we previously assigned to them. Let i1, ..., i|B`|
be this order. Then for each `′ ∈ {1, ..., |J`s |} we assign job j`′ to machine i`′ . We call this
algorithm bag-LPT.
If for each bag B` we have that MB`s = Ms then we can again argue that at the end the
load on any two machines differs by at most the size of one small job, i.e., εk+1. However,
this is no longer the case if MB`s 6= Ms for some bag B` since then there is a machine
i ∈Ms \MB`s that does not gspaet a small job from a bag B`. This happens if B` is a small
bag and machine i already has a large or medium job from B` assigned to it. However, to
each machine i we assigned in total at most O(1/εk) jobs in small bags that are medium or
large: at most O(1/εk) large jobs since each large job has a size of at least εk and at most
O(1/εk−1) medium jobs due to Lemma 8. Hence there can be only O(1/εk) bags B` such that
i ∈Ms \MB`s . This allows us to bound the error due to the above by O(1/εk) · εk+1 = O(ε).
I Lemma 11. For each group Ms bag-LPT assigns the small jobs such that each machine
in Ms has a load of at most αs + βs|Ms| +O(1/ε
k) · εk+1 ≤ 1 +O(ε).
Hence, we assigned all large, medium, and small jobs such that each machine has a load
of 1 +O(ε). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3 Special Case of Restricted Assignment
In this section we present our 8-approximation algorithm for minimizing the makespan
on unrelated machines under bag-constraints in the restricted assignment case where we
additionally assume that all jobs in each bag B` can be assigned to the same set of machines.
Our starting point is the LP-relaxation for the minimization the makespan on unrelated
machines as it was used in [16, 19] and we add additional inequalities for the bag-constraints
to it. Let T be a guessed value of the optimal makespan. We define a linear program LP (T )
that models the problem of finding a solution with makespan T . Recall that for each job j
there is a value pj such that pij ∈ {pj ,∞} for each machine i. For each job j denote by Mj
the set of machines i such that pij = pj .
LP (T ) :
∑
j:i∈Mj
xijpij ≤ T ∀i ∈M (1)∑
i∈Mj
xij = 1 ∀j ∈ J (2)∑
j∈B`
xij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈M,∀` ∈ [b] (3)
xij ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J, i ∈Mj (4)
xij = 0 if pij > T, ∀j ∈ J, i ∈M (5)









































Figure 2 The flow-network for assigning the jobs in J(p). Note that arcs of the type {v`, wi}
exist only if there is a job j ∈ B` ∩ J(q) such that xij > 0. The values above the arcs indicate their
respective capacities.
Using a binary search framework we determine T ? which we define to be the smallest
value T for which LP (T ) is feasible. Denote by x? the corresponding fractional solution. In
the remainder of this section, we will prove that from x? we can obtain an integral solution
of makespan at most 4T ? + 4 maxi,j pij ≤ 8OPT .
Assume w.l.o.g. that pij ∈ N for each machine i ∈M and each job j ∈ J . We round each
finite job size pij and each value pj to the next larger power of 2, denote by p̄ij and p̄j the
new respective values. This increases the fractional load on each machine by at most a factor
of 2. Based on this, we group the jobs into classes. A job j belongs to class q if p̄j = 2q. We
define cl(j) to be the class of a job j and J(q) to be the set of all jobs of class q. Let qmax
denote the highest class of a job in the instance. We compute our integral job assignment
in phases, one phase for each job class in the order qmax, qmax − 1, ..., 0. In each phase q we
determine an integral assignment of all jobs of class q.







at the beginning of
phase q that satisfies constraints (2)-(5) of LP (T ) for all jobs in J≤(q) where for each q′ we
define J≤(q′) :=
⋃
q′′:q′′≤q′ J(q′′). In the first phase where q = qmax this solution x(q) equals
the optimal LP-solution x?.
3.1 Job assignment via flow network
Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 8 we interpret the fractional assignment of the jobs in
J(q) given by x(q) as the fractional solution to an instance of maximum flow with integral
edge capacities. Then, using flow theory we will argue that there exists also an integral
solution to this instance which will then yield our integral job assignment.
Our (directed) flow-network consists of a source node s, a node v` for each bag B`, a node
wi for each machine i, and a sink node t (see Figure 2 for a sketch). For each bag B` there is
an arc (s, v`) whose capacity equals the number of jobs in B` of class q, i.e., |B` ∩ J(q)|. For
each bag B` and each machine i there is an arc (v`, wi) of capacity 1 if and only if there is a





ij e, i.e., the fractional number of jobs of class q assigned to i, rounded
up. Let G(p) be the resulting graph and denote by (G(p), s, t) the overall flow network. The
solution x yields a fractional flow in this network that sends |J(q)| units of flow from s to t.
Hence, standard flow theory implies the following proposition.
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I Proposition 12. There is an integral flow y for (G(p), s, t) that sends |J(q)| units of flow
from s to t.
The integral flow due to Proposition 12 yields an assignment of the jobs in J(q) that
respects the bag constraints: we assign a job from a bag B` to a machine i if and only if
y(v`,wi) = 1. This yields the following lemma.
I Lemma 13. Given a class q and a solution x(q) that satisfies constraints (2)-(5) of LP (T )
for all jobs in J≤(q). Then in polynomial time we can compute an integral assignment





jobs of J(q) assigned to it and (ii) if for some bag B` a job j ∈ B` ∩ J(q) is assigned to a
machine i then there is a job j′ ∈ B` ∩ J(q) with x(q)ij′ > 0, and (iii) the solution x̄(q) assigns
at most one job from each bag to each machine.
3.2 Reassignment of jobs
In the next phase q − 1 we cannot directly apply the above procedure to assign the jobs in
J(q − 1) starting with the solution x(q): it might be that there is a bag B` and two jobs
j, j′ ∈ B` such that cl(j) = q, cl(j′) = q − 1, j is assigned to some machine i in phase q, and
x
(q)
ij′ > 0. Hence, in phase q−1 potentially j′ is also assigned to machine i which then violates
the bag constraints. Therefore, based on x? we construct a solution {x(q−1)ij }i∈M,j∈J≤(q−1)
in which all jobs in J≤(q − 1) are fractionally assigned such that if x(q−1)ij > 0 for a job
j ∈ J≤(q − 1) in some bag B` then there is no job j′ ∈ B` with cl(j′) ≥ q that we assigned
integrally to machine i in any of the previous phases. As we will see, this might increase the
load on some machines, but only by a bounded amount.
Intuitively, suppose that x?ij > 0 for some job j ∈ J≤(q − 1) in some bag B` and some
machine i, and assume that in phase q′ ≥ q we assigned a job j′ ∈ J(q′) ∩B` to machine i.
We call such a pair (i, j) problematic. Then x?ij′ ≤ 1− x?ij due to constraint (3). Hence, at
least a fraction of x?ij of job j′ was assigned to some machine i′ 6= i by x?. Therefore, we
can move x?ij units of job j to machine i′ without violating the bag constraints. Even more,
if job j is of class q̃ (note that q̃ ≤ q − 1) then p̄j ≤ 2q̃−q
′
p̄j′ , i.e., the additional load on
machine i′ is by a factor 2q̃−q′ smaller than the original load due to job j′.
More formally, initially we define x(q−1) := x?. Consider a bag B` and denote by M̃`
the set of all machines to which the jobs in B` can be assigned and to which we did not
assign a job from B` in phases q, ..., qmax. As long as there is a problematic pair (i, j) with
x
(q−1)
ij > 0 we reassign the “problematic fraction” x
(q−1)
ij of job j greedily to the machines in





B` reassigned overall (fractionally). Thus, at the end for each problematic pair (i, j) we have
that x(q−1)ij = 0. We perform this reassignment for each bag B`.
I Lemma 14. Given the integral assignment {x̄(q
′)
ij }i∈M,j∈J(q′) of the jobs in J(q′) for each
phase q′ ≥ q due to Lemma 13. In polynomial time we can compute a (fractional) solution
{x(q−1)ij }i∈M,j∈J≤(q−1) for the jobs in J≤(q − 1) such that
(i) x(q−1) satisfies constraints (2)-(5) of LP (T ),
(ii) for each job j ∈ J(q − 1) in some bag B` we have that x(q−1)ij = 0 if x̄
(q′)
ij′ = 1 for some
job j ∈ J(q′) ∩B` for some q′ ≥ q,






















































































Figure 3 Sketch of the reduction from vector scheduling to group-restricted assignment.
We then proceed with phase q − 1 where we start with the fractional solution x(q−1)
as computed in Lemma 14. When we finish the last phase, we have computed an integral
assignment {x̄ij}i∈M,j∈J of the jobs to the machines. Due to Lemma 13(ii) and Lemma 14(ii)
our assignment respects the bag-constraints. In the next lemma we bound the load on each
machine in the computed assignment which completes the proof of Theorem 3.
I Lemma 15. In the computed assignment each machine has a load of at most 4T ? +
4 maxi,j pij ≤ 8T ? ≤ 8OPT .
4 Hardness of restricted assignment with bag-constraints
Our goal is to prove Theorem 2, i.e., we want to show that for minimizing the makespan
on unrelated machines with bag-constraints there can be no (logn)1/4−ε-approximation
algorithm for any ε > 0 unless NP ⊆ ZPTIME(2(logn)O(1)), even for the restricted assignment
case. We reduce the vector scheduling (VS) problem [3] to the problem of minimizing
the makespan in the restricted assignment setting with bag-constraints. In the vector
scheduling problem, we are given a set of identical machines M , a dimension d ∈ N, and
a set of n d-dimensional vectors p1, ..., pn ∈ [0,∞)d. The goal is to assign each vector to
a machine, i.e., find a partition A1, ..., A|M | of the vectors. The objective is to minimize
maxi∈M
∥∥∥∑j∈Ai pj∥∥∥∞. Our reduction is gap-preserving and in particular we will show that
any c-approximation algorithm for our problem yields a c-approximation algorithm for vector
scheduling for any value c. In [3] it was shown that the vector scheduling problem does not
admit a c-approximation algorithm for any constant c, assuming that P 6= ZPP (with the
newer in approximability result for Independent Set in [23] it suffices to assume that P 6= NP).
We are able to prove that one cannot get a (logn)1/4−γ-approximation for VS for any constant
γ > 0 in polynomial time or quasi-polynomial time, assuming that NP * ZPTIME(2(logn)O(1)).
Then the same inapproximability bound holds for our problem as well.
Given an instance I of vector scheduling, defined by a number of dimensions d, a set of
M identical machines, and n vectors p1, ..., pn where for each vector pi we denote by pki its
size in the k-th dimension. Denote by OPT (I) its optimal objective value. We define an
instance of makespan minimization on unrelated machines with bag-constraints. For each
combination of a machine i and a dimension k in I we introduce a machine mi,k, see Figure 3
for a sketch. For each vector p` we introduce a set of jobs that form a group J`. There is one
job j`1 with size p1` . The job j`1 can be assigned to each machine mi,1 for each i. Intuitively, if
j`1 is assigned to machine mi,1 this corresponds to assigning the vector p` to machine i in I.
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We will design the remaining machines and jobs for vector p` such that if j`1 is assigned to
machine mi,1 then for each dimension k
each machine mi,k will get a load of pk` from the jobs in J` and
each machine mi′,k with i′ 6= i will get a load of 0 from the jobs in J`.
Then, for each combination of a vector p`, a dimension k ≤ d, and a machine i in I we
introduce
a dummy machine m̄`i,k,
a dummy job j̄`i,k of size 0 that can be assigned to only mi,k and m̄`i,k, and
if k ≥ 2 then we also introduce a job j`i,k of size pk` that can be assigned to only mi,k and
m̄`i,k−1.
Observe that for each dummy machine m̄`i,k there are globally at most two jobs that can
be assigned to it (and both are in J`). Denote by I ′ the resulting instance and denote by
OPT (I ′) its optimal solution value. Intuitively, we want to show that OPT (I) = OPT (I ′)
and that any solution S(I) to I yields a solution S(I ′) to I ′ with the same objective value.
This needs some preparation. We have the following two lemmas.
I Lemma 16. Let `, i, k ∈ N. Consider any feasible solution. If the job j`1 is assigned to
machine mi,1 then each machine mi,k has exactly one job j ∈ J` assigned to it with pj = pk` .
The next lemma intuitively states that we can restrict ourselves to solutions to I ′ that are of
the form described in the statement of the lemma.
I Lemma 17. Consider any feasible solution S for the instance I ′ and let i, `, k ∈ N. Further
let job j`,1 is assigned to machine mi,1 in S. Then there exists another feasible solution S′
such that each machine mi′,k with i′ 6= i has at most one job from J` assigned to it and this
job has size 0, while all other jobs have exactly the same assignment as that in S. Further,
the makespan of S′ is at most the makespan of S.
I Theorem 18. For any given instance I of the vector scheduling problem, in polynomial time
we can construct an instance I ′ of the restricted assignment case of makespan minimization
on unrelated machines with bag-constraints such that for any solution S(I) for I there is a
corresponding solution S′(I ′) for I ′ with objective value at most that of S(I) and vice versa.
In particular, this implies that OPT (I) = OPT (I ′).
5 Conclusion
In this paper we showed that for minimizing the makespan on identical machines with
bag-constraints there is a (1 + ε)-approximation algorithm like in the setting without the bag-
constraints (and the problem is strongly NP-hard). However, we proved that for unrelated
machines we see a change in complexity since in the classical setting the problem admits a
(2− 1/m)-approximation [19] while with the bag-constraints it seems unlikely to obtain a
better approximation ratio than (logn)1/4−ε for any ε > 0. It remains open to investigate
more scheduling scenarios under bag-constraints such as makespan minimization on related
machines or minimizing the weighted sum of completion time in any machine model. Also,
for identical machines it remains open whether there is an EPTAS (which exists without the
bag-constraints [12, 13, 10, 11, 17]).
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